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Session 7 
The Garden of Eden – The Garden of our Minds 

12 July 2020 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oc9j3WxMz2g&t=4s 

Shalom everybody, welcome to the fellowship.  It’s a beautiful day here in the Land of Israel.  
The weather is marvelous and we’re starting off this fellowship a little bit differently.  Usually, 
we start off with a song, you know, of one of the videos that I’ve made in the past.  You know 
we’re learning Torah from Israel together.  We’re coming together around the world in prayer 
and that’s usually how we start off the fellowship, but I want to try something a little bit 
different this week.  We’re now counting down to the destruction of both temples in Jerusalem.  
That was on the ninth of Av.  We just entered into this three-week period and it’s become a 
tradition to not listen to lively music in gatherings during the three weeks between the 17 of 
Tammuz, which is the day that the walls of Jerusalem were breached and the day of the 
destruction of the temple, which is the ninth of Av.  And you know, I find it remarkable, I can’t 
even remember what I did last year.  Yet Jews are still fasting and remembering in a very real 
way what happened 2,000 years ago.  That’s just unbelievable.  That alone is worth noting and 
appreciating.  I mean, my beard is a little bit more white than usual because for three weeks 
men don’t shave.  To actually live the history of Jerusalem that are affecting our days and our 
weeks. 
 
And so, I want to start off this gathering together with a prayer because this fellowship is a 
house of prayer for all nations.  We had two nations join us last week, Malawi and Columbia are 
now a part of our fellowship, so now we have 26 countries from around the world.  But this will 
be a prayer from my heart without music.  And on behalf of all of us around the world.  So, I’ll 
be the chazan today, so here it goes.  I want to just start off with a vision, to think about, and to 
imagine.  Something to ponder, to meditate on.  King David wrote this Psalm after gazing for 
hours in the sky.  You know in our modern time, it’s so hard to stargaze anymore.  We have a 
phone, Netflix, laptops, iPads that are constantly literally blocking our view and David was out 
in the wilderness for days at a time and when the nights came, there was nothing to read, 
nothing to look at other than the sky above.  You know, he lived at times, with no sense of 
urgency, there was no rush, there were no deadlines to meet.  He’s just shepherding his sheep 
and humans can do and humans can be, and we’re called human beings, but we’re usually so 
busy doing, we should be called human doings, not human beings.   
 
But David was in a state of being for hours at a time, for days at a time.  And this was his prayer 
in Psalm 19 – the heavens declare the glory of God: the skies proclaim the work of His hands.  
Day after day they pour forth speech; night after night they reveal knowledge.  They have no 
speech, they use no words; no sound is heard from them; Yet their voice goes out into all the 
earth, their words to the ends of the world.   
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Take a moment and with all the chaos outside the world and all of the inside our own minds, 
just think for a moment, the cosmos are orbiting in perfect motion.  The eagles that live in the 
mountains are soaring high above the ground.  Nature is just in a state of being beautiful.  The 
natural world is completely unaffected by everything that’s happening now in human society.  
The grass is growing, the trees are blowing in the wind.  The stars and heavens declare the glory 
of God and the skies proclaim the work of His hands.  And although modern man feels so 
isolated, we are deeply connected to that harmony, to that unifying force that binds all of 
nature and the cosmos together, if we choose to align ourselves with His ways.  The stars are 
teaching us how to live without using words.  Their voice goes out to all the earth without 
uttering a sound.  They declare His glory just by being the marvelous spectacle that they are.  
And they’re inviting us to declare His glory alongside them, with them together. 
 
And so, you know, have we aligned ourselves with the ultimate good?  Have we done what we 
could to attach ourselves with the blessing and the destiny of Israel?  If we’re walking in the 
light, darkness can’t touch us.  In the hardest of circumstances, Israel has prevailed.  Believers 
have a supernatural power to banish darkness.  We were given that gift.  We have the power to 
uplift the people around us and bring them out of the dark, bring healing, hope, happiness to 
the world.  And in some ways because of our incredible network of believers that has been built 
around the world in just a couple of months, we can actually cover the entire globe in prayer, 
emanating from Zion.  Like one more star in the sky declaring God’s glory, but the entire planet 
together.  So instead of pressing play on a music video, we’ll just take a moment of prayer 
together, trying to capture God’s attention.  See how many people around the world who have 
aligned themselves with Israel.  Believers of the goodness of this world.  Believers of just the 
moral fabric that He created, that He gave to us.  Like really attach ourselves to that.  To feel 
really connected to all of the things that are around us.  So many of the people have lost their 
way and this is a spiritual ark, riding the waves of chaos, trusting in His Providence.  Okay.  So I 
want to start off this fellowship, aligning ourselves with His ways, with His good, aiming towards 
His Kingdom.   
 
We’re starting off this week, this Sunday night now with an amazing, awesome act of tshuva, 
setting our lives straight, making the entire week more blessed, launching our week from Israel, 
from this moment, from the Torah, from the prayers.  That’s how we’re going into this week.   
 
And Hashem, bless us that as we align ourselves with Your way, that when we see hatred, let us 
confront it with love.  When we see lies, let us stand for the truth.  Let us align ourselves with 
Your way.  That our lives would become more harmonious, and as the stars declare Your glory, 
may our lives as believers declare Your praise.  So, thank You for bringing us here today, thank 
you for connecting all of us to each other.  Thank you for allowing this Voice to come out of 
Zion to the world and really just inviting, opening the gates to the righteous that are outside of 
Israel, to attach themselves to Israel, to learn the Torah together, to grow together, to do 
tshuva together, to bring a new light into this world that has yet to be seen.   
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Okay, Amen.  That was worth the whole gathering for me.  So, we are just so lucky to be a part 
of this fellowship.  There’s a lot that’s going on now and before we begin, I just want to start 
with a few…there’s a lot of new members here…it’s amazing.  Just every week, more and more 
members are gathering.  It’s like momentum that’s being built.  And I just want you to know 
that this session, we’re going to send out the session to everyone and then we’re going to have 
in that, a link to a website that has a password and all of the archives of all of the past sessions 
are available to all of the members of the fellowship.  You can review the classes, see them, 
learn them, and the people that are just joining now, I don’t know if you’ll understand what I’m 
saying because I’m going to be talking about praying with vision and building an ark and aligning 
ourselves and that’s an act of tshuva, I mean that we’ve already gone through so much that 
really without listening to the first part, it’s like you’re coming in the middle.  Of course, you’re 
more than invited.  Here everyone is going to have access to all of the previous sessions.  And 
that’s already going to be happening at the end of this session.  Everyone will receive access to 
them, to that page on the website that has all of the previous sessions.  And so slowly, but 
surely, we’re developing a new language that we can all communicate with each other.  And all 
of it is really rooted in the Hebrew.  That is the pure language.  And Zephaniah says it clearly.  
We’re all going to have to understand the Hebrew in order that we’re able to like speak 
together, communicate together, pray together, align ourselves together. 
 
And so, our life here, as we’re trying to live it, is our work of art that will be presented at the 
end of our days.  And every day is another stroke in our own masterpiece.  And starting off the 
week like this, choosing to make time that will set our week into a domino effect, that the first 
domino is Torah and prayer from Israel, our whole life is our prayer and this time together that 
shapes us and directs us.  In a time of so much hatred and isolation, we’ve chosen to bring unity 
and express love.  How could we go wrong with that?  That’s just so good and that’s so 
obviously what needs to be done nowadays.  And here we are, literally putting our lives where 
our mouths are, putting our hearts where our lives are, putting it all together, and this 
fellowship is just a marvel.  Really a marvel.  And so, it’s something that the world has never 
seen before.  It’s so obviously the direction the Bible has been pointing us.  It’s just taken us 
thousands of years to finally get to this point – a House of Prayer for All Nations.   
 
And so obviously we need a little of practice, a few more rehearsals before the main event, but 
at least we’re warming up.  Hey, we’re warning up now.  That’s an exciting stage to be in.  This 
is still spring training and we need to train now.  This is really the time that we need to 
strengthen our minds, enhance our faith.  We really have to get ready, because game time is 
coming.  And so we’re definitely pioneering a new path in this world that’s based on 
unconditional love.  I mean, who knows who’s in this fellowship.  We all come from so many 
different backgrounds, so many different upbringings.  And just everyone here just loves each 
other because we’re all doing our very best to attach ourselves to Israel, to bring light into the 
world.  We’re all believers in God, and whatever that even means, we’re trying to figure this 
thing out.   
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And so we’re now in the three weeks leading up to the ninth of Av and it’s like the saddest time 
of the year.  And both temples ourtradition, that the second temple was destroyed because of 
baseless hatred.  And what a better display, than all of us from so many different backgrounds 
and countries, coming together without any conditions or bars of entry.  A fellowship not based 
on religion, but based on unconditional love.  That’s how we’re going to fix this whole thing. 
 
Now I’m not knocking religion at large.  Now I know that sometimes I have said that this is not 
about religion, this is about relationship, we have to like break the boxes of denominations and 
the things that humans have constrained us.  The Torah isn’t a religion.  It’s like a guide.  Let’s 
live by the guide, let’s live with God.  But it’s important, there’s a lot of value to religion.  
There’s a lot of…you don’t want to throw the baby out with the bathwater.  Religion has kept 
and helped, transmitted so much to the generations.  And one of those pearls of religion is the 
Torah portion of the week.  I can’t stress this enough.  The power of reading alongside with 
every believer in the world the same exact message, the same Scripture around the world at 
the same time.  It’s like a message descending from heaven that all of us are reading.  It’s 
literally like allowing us to like hear the message.  
 
When you think about prophecies that are in the Bible, like the second chapter of the book of 
Isaiah, in the fourth chapter of the book of Micah, almost identical prophesies.  It’s like for the 
Torah shall go forth from Zion and the Word of God from Jerusalem.  All of these Messianic 
prophecies they’re, almost word for word.  The same words and it’s like God was sending down 
a frequency, a message at the same time and Isaiah and Micah were able to pick it up and 
they’re transmitting because they’re just on the same frequency.  And so the Torah portion, is 
like a frequency that’s been somehow, through the magic of history, all of us are reading this 
message and so, that is somehow religion.  The Jewish religion has maintained that, cultivated 
that, brought that together.  And now we’re all learning it together and we’re opening it up to 
the world.  And that’s amazing. 
 
Why doesn’t God speak to us anymore?  It’s like, hello, there is no word of God more directly 
pointed to His people in a very real way at the very same time as the Torah portion of the week.  
Now, you know, a lot of people, we just take things for granted.  Like the Torah portion of the 
week, that’s just what I grew up with.  I mean, like, a Christmas tree…that’s just in my room.  
That’s what we do when December comes.  And then eventually, like wait a minute, why is this 
tree in my house?  Why the Torah portion?  Like when did that happen?  What is that?  And so, 
we have our scholar in residence, Tehila Gimpel, who is here to just take the old and make it 
new again.  She has an amazing talent of illuminating what is so right in front of us and she’s so 
scholarly and she’s so knowledgeable and so I just want to invite Tehila here, just to unlock a 
little bit about the Torah portion of the week because that really is an integral fundamental part 
of seeing what’s happening in the world right now, what is being channeled into the world 
through that Scripture and just to understand what is the Torah portion of the week?  Where 
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did that come from?  And so, I just want to invite Tehila to answer those questions, because it’s 
a question that she’s received from people in this fellowship.  So Tehila…here you go. 
 
Tehila 
Hey guys, so as you know, I’ve been trying to put out my thoughts in a weekly email about the 
Torah portion and I’ve been really enjoying getting questions and feedback and hearing, you 
know, hearing people’s responses.  One of the interesting questions that came up was, what is 
the Torah portion?  When you grow up, you’re Jewish, or Orthodox, it’s just kind of a given.  
There’s the weekly Torah portion that they read in the synagogue, but you know, a lot of 
people don’t actually take time to stop and think.  Wait a minute, what are these Torah 
portions?  What is this about?  So, since we’re going to be studying the Torah portions together 
in different ways, I thought it would be cool to kind of address a little bit of background on what 
the Torah portion actually is all about.   
 
So, when you actually look at a Torah scroll, it doesn’t have chapters or numbers or names of 
Torah portions, or any of that.  So how do you find a verse in the Torah when you’re looking for 
something.  So, interestingly enough, the most familiar and common way of dividing the Bible, 
is into chapters and verses, which is a Christian division.  There was a Christian theologian in 
England in the 13th century named Stephen Langton who divided up the Bible into the chapters 
and verses in the way that we’re familiar with now.   
 
Only about a hundred years later, that began to be integrated into the Jewish Bibles as well.  
The reason was the different kind of theological debates that were taking place between Jews 
and Christians.  And Jews were finding it difficult to refer to verses that were…a Christian would 
say, what about verse 5 in chapter 26 in a certain book in the Bible.  Which chapter?  So Rabbi 
Shlomo ben Yishmael in the 14th century starting integrating the Christian division of the Bible 
into the Jewish Bible with the purpose of allowing dialogue between Jews and Christians on 
these theological issues.  Now dialogue in those days wasn’t quite the interfaith, beautiful 
interfaith dialogues that we have today.  They weren’t very great for the Jews because if the 
Jews lost, then the punishment was death and if they won, then the punishment was also 
death, so it wasn’t really as much fun as it sounds, but the original purpose was to allow dialog 
between different faiths over the Bible.  That they would have a way of finding the verses that 
we’re talking about.  But little by little, that became integrated in all of the Jewish Bibles 
because it’s a really useful way of finding verses.  But there’s a much, much more ancient 
traditional way of dividing up the Torah which is into the Torah portions.  This started in the 
time of Ezra. 
 
When Ezra came back from the exile, he saw that the Jews were really far from Torah and they 
weren’t remembering the commandments, so he instituted that on Shabbat and on Mondays 
and Thursdays and holidays, people would read from the Torah.  He didn’t formalize exactly 
which sections of the Torah would be read and there were different traditions.  And those 
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traditions started to crystallize over the Second Temple period into specific divisions of the 
Torah.  Now there were two ways of dividing it in Israel.  They would read the Torah in a three-
year cycle.  They were divided into small courses.  Whereas the Babylonian Jews divided into 
portions that would be read over the course of one year.  So, you would finish the Torah at the 
end of Sukkot on Sh’mini Etzeret which is also called Simchat Torah.   
 
Now, why was it, why were the smaller portions in Israel?  In Israel, actually they would read 
the Hebrew of the Torah and then also read the Aramaic translation which was the spoken 
language, so it took a lot longer to read the Torah portion.  People didn’t have patience 
necessarily through all of that, so it was put into smaller portions and spread over a longer 
time.  But nobody does that anymore and the tradition that got accepted into the Jewish 
people was the Babylonian tradition of reading a certain portion every week so that we finished 
the Torah in a one-year period of time.   
 
Now what is the spiritual significance of all of this?  You know we believe that even things that 
are man-made ideas that are coming out, that comes through us, are not separate from 
Hashem.  Hashem has his Providence and watches over how our traditions develop, so a lot of 
people find studying the parsha to not only be a great practice in just making sure you cover the 
whole Torah, throughout the year.  You find that actually it speaks to them a lot during the 
week.  I know that in our family we find that the Torah portion, the weekly Torah portion seems 
to have a message for us every week, both on the personal level and about things that are 
happening in the world.  So, it’s a great opportunity to see how the Torah is speaking to you 
every week.  
 
So, now, if you want to get deeper, and you’re already familiar with this idea, and you want to 
take your practice, take your game up another notch, another cool thing to pay attention to is 
first of all that each Torah portion is subdivided into seven parts because in the synagogue, the 
reader of the Torah usually there’s seven readers of the Torah traditionally, or one reader and 
seven people who come up and say a blessing over the Torah.  And so, the Torah portion is 
divided into seven parts.   
 
Now a really cool practice, I haven’t found a source for this, but this is something that Jeremy 
and I find to be really, really special for us, is that it’s divided into seven parts that can 
correspond with the seven days of the week.  And now, you’ll see this in your Jewish Torah, 
right here on the side, this is like a more advanced practice.  It’ll tell you you’re on the side, 
you’ll see a little Hebrew letter, you’ll see sheni, shlisi, counting the subdivisions of the Torah 
portion.  I’ll tell you something Jeremy and I love to do is to wake up really early before the kids 
get up and read just a portion of the weekly portion that’s corresponding to that day.  So if it’s 
the first part, then they’ll do that on Sunday, the second part will be read on Monday and so 
forth.  And then we wait for the magic to happen.  We see throughout the day how that section 
of the weekly Torah portion is speaking to us and guiding us on the different challenges.  And 
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you know, things that come up throughout that day and that really inspires us and gives us an 
extra connection.  So that really, if you want to bring up your Torah study, that’s like the next 
level.  So, I hope this helps and I hope we get to delve a little bit deeper into the ideas of the 
Torah portion every week together.  Bye guys! 
 
Jeremy 
She’s just so awesome, she’s just so intelligent.  And she’s so knowledgeable.  And we’re just, 
it’s a real blessing that she is with us in this fellowship.  You know, there’s just, it’s important to 
have like a Devorah in the Bible, like that tradition that women are not allowed to teach, that’s 
just not Biblical.  There was like a judge in Israel.  Her name was Devorah.  There was Miriam 
the prophetess.  And it should be done modestly and in the right way.  And she adds so much.  
Women, young women everywhere, they just need a woman’s voice and that’s just amazing 
that we’re able to kind of bring everything here together specifically about the Torah portion of 
the week.  That’s just so fundamental, but now that we know where it came from, from Ezra 
the Prophet, who aligned in a certain time.  Amazing. 
 
So with that background from Tehila, I want to invite Ari to share some Torah from the Torah 
portion of this week because it’s just amazing, but it’s so relevant.  It’s so relevant, this whole 
session is just going to be launched into action from the Torah portion of this week.  You 
know…Tabitha makes me give names to the sessions early cuz we honestly have to aim at 
something and I’m like, but I’m just not ready yet.  I just need, I need more time to really know 
what the message is.  And as I’m watching the fellowship unfold, I’m seeing that there is just 
absolutely no order here.  And I’m thinking about the Prophet Jeremiah.  When you read his 
book, it’s just so unorganized.  He says Barack ben Neria, his student, that also was the prophet 
in his own right, he’s like, all right just go edit this and write these books together and just like 
chopped, pieced together.  But Jeremiah’s just being true to the messages that he has.  Yes, to 
just give it over in the way that he’s given it over.  And so, I just see that each time we read the 
Torah portion, there is like a message that’s literally speaking directly to our fellowship to us 
right now.  And so I want to invite Ari Abramowitz with us right from the mountains of Judea 
from the Arugot farm and so Ari, please take it away. 
 
Ari 
Shalom my friends.  This Torah portion contains within it some very difficult and challenging 
ideas, but these are indeed difficult and challenging times.  So I guess it’s perfect.  So let’s start 
off giving some context.  We find ourselves in the wake of a very successful campaign of 
spiritual warfare that Moab and Midian have waged against the nation of Israel.  Now, after 
realizing that the conventional military war will not be successful against the nation to which 
the laws of nature simply don’t apply, they decided to attack spiritually.  And going all the way 
back to the times of the flood of Noah, we see that one of the primary sources of sin which 
kindled the Divine wrath was sexual immorality.  So that was the approach that the Moabites 
and the Midianites decided and took to defeat Israel.  To have their daughters seduce the 
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Israelite men.  Which led not only to sexual immorality, but outright idol worship of the most 
disgusting type called Peor.  We could go into the details of that and the secret depth of that, 
but the truth is that very quickly to our shame, this idolatry and promiscuity became so 
rampant among the nation of Israel that Hashem sent a plague ravaging through the camp, 
killing 24,000 people. 
 
Now the culminating moment came when a prince from the tribe of Shimon took a Moabite 
princess named Cosby into his tent in front of the entire camp to sleep with her right there in 
front of Moses and Aaron who simply just began to weep.  Now this man the zealot, his name 
was Pinchas.  He was the son of Elazar, the son of Aaron and in an act of real zealotry, he took a 
spear in his hand and drove it through Zimri, this prince from the tribe of Shimon of Simeon.  
And Cozbi.  And he killed them both without any trial, without any discussion.  But it’s the 
consequence of this action which is what I want to focus on today.  Because as a reward for this 
violent act of zealousness, Hashem grants Pinchas the eternal covenant of peace.  The eternal 
covenant of peace, the covenant of peace for killing two people.  How can we possibly 
understand this?  What can we learn from this?  Well, I think the right place to start would be 
to look at the Torah’s understanding of peace because words matter.  God created the world 
with words.  Ave you ever heard the term magicians use – abracadabra?  It comes from the 
Hebrew word of avra kadabra, I will create as I speak.  For our words have creative power.   
 
And right now, America and really the entire world finds itself embroiled in a war in which 
words are being distorted and redefined and weaponized every single day.  So what does peace 
really mean?  Is it a lack of war, a lack of violence?  There could be two people or two countries 
who hate each other, but have a truce and aren’t physically fighting, but are they really at 
peace?  
 
Well, the best place to look to understand the true definition right, is right here in the parsha in 
the convent of peace that was granted to Pinchas.  Now Pinchas was the grandson of Aaron and 
perhaps the quality of Aaron that he was most famous for was that of a lover and a pursuer of 
peace.  They say that he would make peace between spouses in a conflict by going to one side 
and saying that the other really wanted to reconcile and going to the other side and saying that 
the other one really wanted to make up and to have peace.  So he made peace between 
partners, so why didn’t Aaron get the covenant of Peace?  Pinchas got the covenant of Peace.  
Perhaps he should have gotten the Covenant of Zealousness, but the Covenant of Peace?   
 
So one of my great rabbis explains that peace nowadays has come to mean, shaking hands with 
evil.  After all, you make peace with your enemies, not with your friends.  The world chastises 
Israel and condemns Israel for not making peace with Hamas and the Palestinian Authority 
whose declared purpose is the destruction of Israel and who paid terrorists to kill babies, 
literally.  And we’re supposed to make peace with them?  Make peace with that type of evil?  
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To give this tiny piece of land, that God has explicitly given to the Jewish people, to enemies 
who are bent outrightly on our destruction.   
 
Peace is the result from the process of making the world a better place.  For making the world a 
more godly place.  What does proverbs tell us?  Turn from evil, remove evil, seek peace and 
chase after it.   
 
There are two parts to peace.  Removing evil and embracing goodness.  You cannot have one 
without the other.  Making peace with evil is the opposite of what one should do if what they 
want to achieve true peace.  The Torah tells us again and again that we must remove the evil 
from our midst, not make treaties with it.  And that is why Pinchas and not his grandfather, 
Aaron, received the Covenant of Peace.  Because while Aaron surely loved peace and pursued 
peace, when it came time to uproot evil, whether it’s Mount Sinai with the golden calf.  You 
remember that?  Or the Moabite women here.  While removing evil seems to have been a weak 
point of Aaron’s.  But my rabbi explains that’s why Pinchas received the covenant of peace 
because he understood both sides to the equation. 
 
So Hashem, there’s so much conflict in the world, so much confusion.  Please give us strength 
to pursue peace, true peace with all of our hearts.  Hashem, we don’t want any more truces, we 
don’t want cease fires where each side just reloads and prepares for the next round of fighting.  
We want true peace where as King David says in Psalm 122 – for the sake of your house, 
HaShem, we seek the welfare of the other.  We’ve been through so much, Hashem, please 
bring peace to the world.  Where we have so much faith in each other, that we don’t even have 
a need for weapons.  And we can finally replace hatred and jealousy with love and goodwill.  
And we can finally beat our swords into plowshares and never know war again.   
 
Shalom, my friends.  Now before I had this over to Jeremy, I want to just invite all of you to 
reach out to me with your questions, with your thoughts, with your comments.  This isn’t you 
know, me talking at you, this is a relationship.  So I want to invite you to reach out to me if you 
want any questions or comments or anything like that.  I’d love to hear from you.  My email is 
ari@thelandofisrael.com .   Shalom, my friends. 
 
Jeremy 
Thank you, Ari.  You heard it here.  You’re invited now.  He’s opened his doors and so you 
should feel free to ask Ari any question you guys ever have.  You know, it’s finally when Ari 
starts to talk, I finally have a chance to kind of go through Zoom and see all of the familiar and 
unfamiliar faces from all over the world that join us here live.  Thank you all so much for coming 
today.  It just feels like we’re doing something so godly, something so historic.  It’s like, you 
know, we have moments in the week, it’s like we have hours of our days, this time is so 
precious.  It just can’t be taken from us.  We dedicate this time on Sunday and it just lights up 
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my whole week.  It is something prophetic, it’s something historic.  And that’s what I want to 
talk about today.  It’s, you know, it’s prophecy from another perspective.   
 
The marvel of prophecy is found in history.  You cut off history, you can’t understand the 
incredible reality of this generation.  That’s why in the last session, we spoke about the Biblical 
mandate to know history.  That’s like a command in the Torah.  Most of the political discourse 
in news views Israel with a history span that begins like in the 1900’s.  It’s like Jewish history 
started with the Holocaust and ended with the State of Israel.  And it’s like if you miss Israel, 
you’ve just, if you’ve missed history, you missed the boat.  But I want to point out something 
about the Bible in history from another angle.  Not just that the marvel of the visions of the 
prophets are manifesting after so many thousands of years ago.  The Bible was written 
thousands of years ago.  And the wisdom of the Bible outlasted empires.  The Egyptians, the 
Assyrians, the Babylonians, the Greeks, the Romans, empires rose and empires fell and the 
Bible continues to instruct its readers today.   
 
It’s incredible to think about.  The Biblical idea is more mightier, more durable than castles and 
empires that conquered the whole world.  How did the Bible do that?  I mean for better or for 
worse, the Bible is the foundational document that shaped Western civilization as we know it 
today.  How did it do that?  Last session, we spoke about prophecy as telling of the future.  The 
prophets were wise enough, had enough vision, were given access to information, a deep 
wisdom.  Had such a powerful understanding of reality that it allowed them to understand the 
unfoldings of the future.  They had access to images of what would be.  That’s unbelievable.  It’s 
beautiful.  It’s amazing.   
 
But prophecy is not only about seeing the future.  Prophetic wisdom is about penetrating the 
core of man and his struggles in the world and offering wisdom that is eternal.  We want to talk 
about the Covenant of Peace, let’s talk about that in just a little bit.  This wisdom outlasts 
empires and has the power in truth to direct people in every generation.  What’s more 
prophetic than that?  Every generation we have this wisdom that transcends time, transcends 
social realities, technologies.  You know, here’s what I hate.  Cynical people that reduce the 
Bible to literal stories and then dismiss the incredible uniqueness and the divinity of the Bible 
because of Biblical criticism or because, how could Noah build such a big boat and so many 
animals fit inside?  It’s a ridiculous story.  Like, really?  The Bible is the greatest literary work in 
the history of mankind. 
 
I want to take a moment and really process that.  The Bible was written over centuries, 
authored and edited over the generations by different men and all assembled together.  And 
any way you dissect it, it was written in a time when people didn’t have running water in their 
homes or electricity.  We’re talking about a document that was written by ancient men.   
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Now while humans have advanced in their social structures, governments, technology, 
sciences, I mean space travel, we’ve created nuclear, solar energy, we’ve mapped out the 
human genome.  Somehow humans haven’t come close to writing anything like the Bible.  
There’s no work as multi-dimensional, powerful, deep, impactful, popular, spirit-filled, 
meaningful, more read in the world.  Nothing comes close to the Bible and what are the 
modern-day bestsellers?  Harry Potter?  I mean, it’s like what?  Imagine that!  How did that 
happen?  I mean you just can’t write that off.  If the Bible was written by archaic and 
unsophisticated unenlightened, why has modern man not been able to create anything even 
close to the literary genius of the Bible? 
 
The critics say, the people who wrote the Bible, they were so primitive.  I mean the Torah talks 
about the laws of slaves, that was given in a time where that’s just where human society was.  
There were just slaves.  That’s just the reality of when the ideas of the Torah came into the 
world.  It’s like, how do we deal with these realities now?  I mean, they were sacrificing animals 
for crying out loud.  So archaic, the more ancient and unsophisticated you paint Moses, I would 
argue, but the more incredible you make the Torah.  How did such an ancient archaic people 
reveal such a deep wisdom in the world.  How did that happen?  I mean prophecy is not only a 
wisdom about looking into the future.  Biblical prophecy is an eternal wisdom that applies to all 
futures.  It was nothing other than a revelation, a wisdom revealed and distilled through stories 
that transformed and guided the entire world as we know it today.  How else can you explain a 
desert tribal, nomadic people in a world where the vast majority of the world were illiterate 
beyond immoral.  I mean where did this literary genius come from?  Where did the moral 
genius come from?  Where do all these ideas come from?   
 
The Israelites were a tribal, desert, nomadic people surrounded by Arabs in the Middle East.  
The Arabs of the Middle East today, they seem savage with ISIS and Hezbollah.  In the times of 
the Bible, the Arabs were sacrificing their own children to Molech without any moral compass 
whatsoever.  The ancient Arabs make ISIS look like Mary Poppins.  I mean, where did this light 
of inspiration of the Bible come from?  How did it just appear in the world?  The Bible critics, it’s 
like they don’t want to take the issues seriously, so I want to take their critique seriously, and 
let me tell you the world better start taking the Bible seriously.  Every time society has tried to 
remove God from the world, has tried to erase the Bible from society, man became evil without 
restraint.  From Communism to Nazism, without the values and the spirit of the Bible, without 
God, man will perish in unbelievably horrific ways.   
 
Do we not see what’s happening in America, in Europe right now?  The people that are rioting, 
looting, vandalizing, killing.  Those people are obviously in a lot of pain and they would be 
reduced in this in this insane behavior.  Although they hate the Bible they’ve never read, never 
taken it seriously, but within its pages lies a medicine for them.  And for us.  A prophecy is not 
only about seeing into the future.  Biblical prophecy, another dimension, an inner dimension, is 
an eternal wisdom that applies to all futures.   
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What are the essential truths of how to live in this world?  How do we minimize our suffering?  
How do we build a good life, a good family, a good community and ultimately the keys to 
building a Kingdom in a perfect world?  Truths of human existence and experience that were 
true 3,000 years ago remain true today.  Those truths are nothing more than revelation.  And 
today the religious cynics have minimized the Bible to like fairy tales and mythology.  I mean, 
how stupid can they be?  They don’t take it seriously at all.  It’s like the Bible not only outlasted 
empires, it is the moral foundation upon which all of our civilization is built upon.  How did a 
book of fairytales do that?  It’s just not serious to just write off the Bible as some old testament 
of archaic irrelevance.  I got my new book that I’m learning right now.   
 
I mean within the epic tales of the Bible are the keys to understand how we as humans should 
live in the world.  Man needs the Bible now more than ever before and the way, if the way 
you’re reading your Bible makes you belittle it, you’re not reading it the right way.  This may be 
one of the most foundational purposes of this fellowship.  The Jewish people in the Land of 
Israel must share with the world how we read the Bible, how it continues to guide our lives in a 
relationship with God.  We need to give the world the keys to unlock the wisdom of the Bible so 
it’s spirit and values can emanate again throughout the world.  
 
In some ways, the Jewish people are the keepers of time.  An ancient people, you know we’re 
one of the oldest.  We’ve lived through the rise and fall of so many empires.  We’ve learned so 
much about existence with our amazing collective memories.  We’ve seen successes, we’ve 
lived through devastating failures.  The Bible and the Living Word of God that has been 
transmitted throughout the generations is the wisdom gleaned by centuries of experiences.  
What has survived thousands of years within the Jewish mind has survived because it has 
invaluable wisdom.  The Bible is not something to just believe in.  That doctrine, believe in the 
stories of the Bible and you will be saved.  That’s not Biblical.  It’s almost harmful.  The direction 
is not bending our mind to believe in stories of the Bible.  The authors of the Bible weren’t 
scientists.  They weren’t trying to prove anything.  They weren’t trying to prove some sort of 
theorem.  And reducing the stories to literal stories that you now have to believe in a pashat 
level, on a simple level without the deeper dimensions of understand is just like, it’s absurd.   
 
So we need to be living the stories of the Bible.  They are practical.  They’re relevant.  They’re 
meaningful guides to our life.  The word, the Torah….Bible means book.  The word Torah is a 
verb and we don’t consider it a noun.  The book of the Torah is not a noun…it’s a book, but it’s a 
verb.  It’s a living verb that is guiding us in the present.  How do we confront the darkness and 
the evil of this world?  How do we protect ourselves and our loved ones from the floods that 
are coming?  The stories are prophetic because the truths about humanity that they reveal are 
eternal wisdom for every generation.  Perhaps another way to understand prophecy is a 
wisdom so deep and penetrating that a book that was written when people didn’t have running 
water in their homes has remained just as meaningful, maybe more meaningful to a generation 
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that is Zooming Torah from Zion around the planet via underwater cables and satellites orbiting 
in space like a wisdom that is just forever meaningful.  What is that?  That’s prophecy.   
 
Now, I want to get back down to business.  I mean the world right now, I mean we need this 
medicine.  The world is sick, the world is more unstable than I every remember it being.  I’m 40 
years old now, I don’t ever remember a world like this.  People are making predictions about 
upcoming elections in America.  Biden is going to win because America is in shambles.  Trump is 
going to win because Biden can’t construct a coherent sentence.  Anyone that’s making any real 
predictions beyond a week from now is arrogant and blind to the fact that that the world next 
week could be flipped upside down, inside out and everything we know now could be entirely 
different.  No one has a clue, so how do we make sense about what’s happening right now?  I 
mean, riots across the Western world, Europe, America, so much hatred, violence, spreading 
like fire across the world.  You know they’ve co-opted the word black lives matter…like if I’m 
against their destructive movement, I’m saying that black lives don’t matter.  I mean in Israel, 
they do the same exact thing, calling the left radical movement, Peace Now, co-opting the word 
peace that we just now learned about, as if I’m against their ideological left-wing movement, 
I’m against peace.  They’re the peace now movement, if I’m against them, I must be against 
peace.  I mean, imagine that the believers of the Bible, who live by the command to love your 
fellow as yourself, the people who believe that all men are created in the image of God, with 
equal value, we’re the people that are against peace?  We’re the people that are against the 
lives of different people because of the color of their skin, like are they insane?  It’s like don’t 
let the evil movements of this world cheat us.  As if the nihilist, Marxist, Chaz, atheist, liberal 
movement is about black lives mattering.   
 
Here’s one of the heroes and champions of the black civil rights movement.  Really when it was 
in its transformational time in the United States of America.  Some people hate him, some 
people adore him, some people see him as a hero.  There is what to respect that Malcom X was 
dedicated to helping black people in their cause.  Just listen to what he said with no political 
agenda here.  He’s just saying what he sees as the truth of really now what’s happening with 
this like left-wing Chaz movement.  This is a pretty cool interview, check this out.   
 
Video 
The white liberals from both parties cross party lines to work together toward the same goal 
and white conservatives from both parties do likewise.  The white liberal differs from the white 
conservative only in one way – the liberal is more deceitful, more hypocritical than the 
conservative.  Both want power, but the white liberal is the one who has perfected the art of 
posing as the Negro’s friend and benefactor.  And by winning the friendship and support of the 
Negro, the white liberal is able to use the Negro as a pawn or a weapon in this political football 
game that is constantly raging between the white liberals and the white conservatives.  The 
American Negro is nothing but a political football and the white liberals control this ball through 
tricks or tokenism, false promises of integration and civil rights.  In this game of deceiving and 
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using the American Negro, the white liberals have complete cooperation of the Negro Civil 
Rights League, who sell our people out for a few crumbs of token recognition, token games 
token progress.  (end of video) 
  
Peace Now.  Black Lives Matter.  Taking over our words to further their agenda.  Don’t let the 
evil deceive you.  These forces fueled by anger and hate.  Tearing down statues and 
destabilizing America and Europe have very little to do with black lives.  
 
But the question that I want to address now, is more fundamental.  There is so much anger and 
hatred and violence spreading now.  Where did this come?  It’s not politically?  Spiritually?  I 
don’t believe that this is just like one case in Minneapolis, and that it sparked…this was like 
under the surface.  Something was going on there that has to be unlocked.  Where was this 
anger born in the spirit of man?  Can we stop it?  Can we survive it?  Thank God, we have the 
wisdom that gives us some clarity in a time of total unclarity.  A wisdom that has been 
transmitted through time, been refined through the upheavals of many empires and 
civilizations.  And if you want to go to the root of issues, the root of the human mind, the 
human spirit, you have to go to the spiritual roots of how it all began.  And I want to talk about 
the Garden of Eden. 
 
What is the Torah telling us in this fantastical story?  Know that all of the Kabbalah, all of the 
mystical stories of Judaism, not that I’m an expert in that, not that I teach that, but I know that 
all of them are rooted in the stories of the Garden of Eden.  So you can’t read that book like it’s 
a scientific document of history.  It’s the most ancient of stories and perhaps the most symbolic 
in the Torah.  What happens in the story?  Adam and Eve, humanity, lived in a state of harmony 
in the Garden of Eden.  They did not have to live with the consciousness of good and evil.  
Humanity lived in a sort of evolution of consciousness before the tree of Knowledge and bad, 
maybe they just lived as a part of surroundings that they lived in.  Their consciousness had not 
evolved enough yet.  Humanity didn’t suffer like we suffer today.  Ancient life was much harder 
than it was today, but they didn’t need any antidepressants. 
 
You know, I don’t watch much TV, but when I do, I love watching National Geographic and 
nature shows.  I try to watch them with my children, we’re big animal lovers.  And things about 
the animal kingdom, every animal has it tough.  Deer have to escape the cheetah and the 
cheetah better catch the deer because if not, then she’ll die of starvation.  But no animal is 
suffering.  There’s no evil in the animal world.  They don’t live in that consciousness.  Somehow 
humans are different.  We ate from the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil.  Our consciousness 
somehow transcended the rest of all of nature around us and something happened to the 
human mind that all of a sudden, we’re able to look at the world differently.   
 
We became aware that we were naked in the Bible.  I mean that’s another way of expressing 
that we became self-aware.  We were able to ask ourselves questions about ourselves.  
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Monkeys don’t ask questions like, why am I here?  Who created me?  Why am I feeling this 
way?  What’s my purpose here?  Really?  I’m just a little speck floating on a little speck in a vast 
galaxy as one of the billions of other galaxies, like what am I?  That’s embarrassing, like I’m 
naked, like what is this existence?  It’s absurd.  I don’t know anything about anything of my 
existence.  I just feel so naked.  It’s like expressing deep, deep, feelings of man.  And as 
humanity became more and more self-aware, the truth of my existence was so unfathomable, 
to the point of embarrassing.  I’ve got to go hide and that’s what Adam and Eve did.  They go 
hide and then God comes looking for them.  They eat from the Tree of the Knowledge of Good 
and Evil.  They become self-aware.  The consciousness has evolved somehow.  Humans are 
different than everything else around, for better and for worse. 
 
And the outcome was, sorry, you’re not in paradise anymore.  Welcome to the desert of the 
real.  Now, what the snake said was true.  With this heightened elevated consciousness, we’ve 
become a little bit like gods over the creatures.   We’re able to think in ways that they can’t.  
We’re able to observe things, control realities, innovate, catch them, raise them, but in this new 
consciousness, comes new curses that need to be addressed. 
 
By the sweat of your brow, you’re going to eat bread.  You’re going to have to work for a living 
now, not just live anymore.  You can live, you can work, you can play, you can philosophize, you 
can enjoy, well we can look at our lives and decide.  That’s good, that’s bad, I like this, I don’t 
like that, but with that ability to now analyze and critique my own life, I see that in order to eat, 
I gotta go make pay.  I need to work, that’s not fun.  It says that we left the Garden of Eden, 
thorns and thistles it shall sprout for you.  Making a living, it’s not going to be easy.   
 
The default of reality is not easy.  The default is thorns and thistles.  Deer and cheetahs work 
hard for their bread but they don’t seem to suffer.  Our consciousness knowing that I could be 
having fun, but instead, have to go to work rages against the injustice of it all.  Why do I have to 
go to work?  We’re going to have real difficulties, sadness, raising our children, having children, 
it’s going to be painful.  Not the birth, by our second child Tehila was already able to meditate 
and hypno-birth and it didn’t hurt her at all.  But raising our children, it’s painful.  It is so hard, 
it’s going to be hard to raise our children.  Animals don’t raise their children with any real 
difficulty.  It’s just a part of their life.  But because we struggle with expectations and good and 
evil and good and bad and we want good for our children, it is so hard to raise our children.   
Animals don’t have the travails and hardships of raising their young.   
 
So, we were born into a world that is marvelous and inexplicable existence.  And the existence 
of the Jews giving over, it’s like we’re giving over the evolution, not of history, but of human 
consciousness, of our thoughts.  We’re explaining how we got to this situation here and with 
this consciousness that is such a gift that we are able to think for ourselves, it comes with a 
price.  It seems that the Bible teaches us that the default of reality…if we don’t go up, we’re 
going down.  The current consciousness, suffering, just so you know that the default of living in 
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this world…it’s not easy.  We’re out of the garden and unless we do something to change our 
situation, our default if going to be challenging and suffering. 
 
How do we do that?  If we don’t walk in the light, it seems like our default will be dark.  So what 
do we do with that darkness, what do we do with that suffering.  So humans, over the 
centuries, they’ve come up with about 5 solutions.  The Buddhist solution is to like escape this 
world.  This world is suffering, I’m going to detach myself from any real love, any real emotion.  
I want to just remove myself from the suffering.  I won’t get married, because I don’t want to 
love because if I love, then I have to lose my love and that’s suffering.  I don’t want to suffer.  
Money?  I’ll just live as a monk.  I’m going to meditate on the mountain.  I’m boing to try to 
train my mind to be in nothingness and in the nothingness, I will escape the suffering.  Okay, 
that’s one way of dealing with suffering.   
 
The other one, oh, just Rome.  Pleasure yourself as much as you possibly can.  Just follow your 
impulses.  Live for the moment, lie, steal, cheat, just don’t get caught.  Eat, drink and be merry 
for tomorrow you might die.  And anyway, nothing matters.  So, that path, that will lead you to 
pits of hell and depression on earth. 
 
There’s another path, that was like, just naively ignore it.  No, the world is good, God is good, 
great.  Everything amazing, I don’t want to think about the suffering.  If I’m good, I’m just like 
going to ignore all the badness and just try to naively, just kind of like run away and just live 
your life. 
 
Then there’s option number four.  Just you know, that’s life.  It’s hard.  Just kind of live with it.  
Acknowledge that existence is difficult and you know, just kind of muddle your way through, 
one day after the other.   
 
Then there’s number five and that’s really what I want to talk about today.  Number five looks 
at this existence, says, man this world, I’m just observing it.  It’s evil and it’s suffering.  What is 
that?  I’m going to go and destroy this world.  I mean, looking at the injustice of reality and the 
absurdity of existence of suffering.  They just want to put an end to it.  Not just to their own life, 
but to life itself.  To society at large, just deconstruct it, rip down the statues, burn it down.  
Dark nihilism – the hell with it all.   
 
I mean, the Biblical tradition has an antidote to that.  It’s different than the rest of the whole 
world, but it’s mostly unarticulated because in the Bible, it’s transmitted to us through the 
wisdoms encoded in these mythic stories.  So first according to the Biblical wisdom by the way, 
our consciousness.  It’s only at another stage of an evolving consciousness before a new 
consciousness emerges within the human mind.  Let’s call that era, the Messianic era.  In some 
way we are restored in a new way to the Garden of Eden, or the Garden of Eden like 
consciousness where the knowledge of God covers the world like water covers the sea.  The 
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suffering, the experience, that will be minimized maybe even erased.  It’s like a different entire 
conscious…we see the world in a new way.  The way we’re seeing it now, it’s not perfect yet.  
The Torah is guiding us back to the Tree of Life.  The Torah is the Tree of Life.  There is a 
medicine to this, but when humans become self-aware in the Torah story, they’re banished 
from the harmony and brought into the real world as humans perceive it today.  And they’re 
banished from the Garden and what’s the first story?  The story of Cain and Abel.  Think of that 
story now with new eyes.  What is it all about?   
 
Cain is born outside of the Garden.  He looks around and asks the question, had I been born in 
the Garden where everything was provided for me, great!  Why was I born into this sucky 
world?  I have to work, I have to suffer.  I didn’t ask for this.  I don’t want any of this.  What’s 
going on here?  Everyone is dying now.  I mean sickness.  Why am I here?  He begins to learn 
more about life.  I mean there’s the story about the sacrifices.  Abel’s sacrifice is accepted.  
Cain’s is not accepted.  I have to sacrifice to succeed in this world?  I have to give of myself?  I 
have to invest?  I have to labor in order to achieve?  I didn’t ask for this.  I need to work?  I need 
to sacrifice.  I don’t even want to be here.   
 
And he rages against creation itself with one purpose.  It’s destruction.  Tear if all down.  Burn it 
all down.  Cain is furious at existence.  It’s like this hate in the world.  I hate the world.  I hate 
the suffering.  I hate this absurd existence.  There’s no meaning here.  I hate whoever and 
whatever created it.  I didn’t ask to sacrifice.  I didn’t ask to suffer.  I didn’t ask to be here.  
What is this?  I was born into this joke of an existence.  You know what?  Nothing matters 
anyway.  I’m going to destroy it all.   
 
And Cain in the story kills everyone because that dark nihilistic hatred really wants to kill 
everyone.  The Torah is teaching us, like man, I want you…when you get dark into that place, 
the evil that arises will allow you to beat elderly women walking in the streets.  Kill them if 
that’s what happens.  They just want to kill everyone.  Cain is the Biblical blueprint, trying to 
teach us that if we allow human consciousness to go down that path, destruction and chaos will 
emerge.  I mean, the spiritual reality of the nihilist that has decided to rage against life, that 
person is hell-bent on destroying human life, on destroying human existence.   
 
Cain goes and kills Abel, destruction, violence.  God comes to Cain and says, where’s your 
brother?  And Cain says in the timeless words, am I my brother’s keeper?  That’s not a defense 
of his action, that is a direct aggressive attack on God.  You made this world, God.  I’m supposed 
to keep over Abel.  You made this evil.  You made this world where I can just go and kill.  This is 
Your fault.  I’m supposed to be my brother’s keeper?  It’s like teaching us, oh my goodness, the 
human mind can go exactly into that direction.  Here in this story, we are witnessing the spirit 
of Cain.  The spirit of meaninglessness, of nihilism, sweep across America right now.  Sweep 
across Europe, killing Abel and everything in its way. 
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And then we have a medicine.  It’s like the first solution to this fundamental problem that 
humans experience.  It’s like wait a minute, we’re out of the garden, what do we do now?  God 
says, it’s ok, this is a part of a growing process.  This is a long process, maybe billions of years.  
It’s ok, I have the medicine for you.  There’s a verse in the Torah, it’s one of the most cryptic 
verses.  And the Hebrew, I just want to put them up here on the screen, side by side: 
 

 
It’s like, I’m just translating as best as I can, as literal as I can and I think so many of the 
translations, they change the words and they’re giving their own interpretation there, but I 
think if we just let the words speak for themselves, it unveils an amazing secret.  It says, if you 
do good, tetiv, is from the root of tove, if you do good, or if you improve yourself, se’et, is to 
carry, l’set is to carry a burden…it will be carried, it will be lifted.  If you choose not to do good, 
sin crouches at your door.  The English on the screen here is off.  Im low tativ, if you don’t 
choose to do good, sin crouches at your door.   
 
It’s like, ok, wow, what is this?  If we don’t do good, if we just stay neutral, we’re going to miss 
the mark here.  It’s at the door.  The default is not going to be good.  But…if you choose to do 
good, the burden of this world will be lifted.  The pain of this world, somehow, it won’t be so 
painful anymore.  It’s the key, it’s the medicine.  Here it is, the first story of the history of the 
man, post the garden.  It’s like telling us, you’re out of the garden.  This is what’s going to 
happen.  Man could go this way, but there’s a medicine here, Cain.  I’m going to give you the 
medicine.  It’s ok, if you do good, you commit yourself to the ultimate good.  It’ll be lifted.  It’ll 
be ok.   
 
Now what does that mean?  It’s like the foundational guidance of the Bible.  Go do good.  If you 
do good, watch.  It’ll be ok.  The burden of existence will be lifted.  You’re going to be able to 
carry the pain.  You’re going to make it through the suffering.  Through choosing good, the 
burden you feel will be carried out of the dark.  A new light will emerge.  People you love are 
going to be sick.  They’re going to die.  Life is filled with challenges outside of the Garden.  If you 
make your foundational commitment to bring light into the darkness and dedicate yourself to 
good, you can carry the load, you can find that as you bring the light, the darkness retreats.  
And the world becomes more beautiful.  Your life becomes worth living.  The goodness you 
bring will give you a life force that transforms the default of suffering into a life of meaning.  But 
if you don’t proactively improve yourself, you don’t do good, you don’t life the good, sin is 
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crouching at the door.  Existence by default is pain and suffering, but what does that mean – 
sin?  
 

 
 
Let’s look at the Hebrew for just a minute here.  Sin, I don’t know what that conjures up in 
people’s minds.  I’m just looking what the word is.  Sin in the Hebrew, just means to miss.  It 
literally means like chet is sin, machti is to miss the target.  Just like we talked about prayer, like 
having a target in our prayer.  Zion is like a target.  And you’re missing it.  You’re missing the 
kingdom.  You’re missing the mark.  You’re missing the good if you do not proactively choose 
good, you will miss the way to be in this world.  If you don’t live with a clear vision of good in 
your own life, in our national lives.  And the Bible gives us the vision of God, the ultimate good 
that we need to draw close to, that we need to emulate.  Then we need to walk in His ways and 
if you don’t, you’ll miss the mark.  And it’s like, you know, what is that?  Pain and suffering is at 
the door.  We have to go up, the default is down.  It’s like encoded over and over again, the 
same message.  So important for humans.  It took us thousands of years, millions of years, 
billions of years for life to actually it.   
 
Now, in these mysteries of free will, that we can choose our own path in this world, we can 
choose to join the fellowship, we can choose to mark off time, we can choose to go deeper and 
deeper into the Hebrew, deeper and deeper into the Bible, deeper and deeper into Israel.  We 
can choose what we believe, how we want to live.  We can choose that.  Look at what happens 
to the world of Cain.  What happens?  Cain has more and more children.  More and more 
children.  Evil abounds beyond measure.  The entire land gets filled with Hamas, in Hebrew, 
violence.  Riots, robbery, all morals, all love, all banished.  A flood comes.  Friends, the spirit of 
Cain is sweeping over the United States now and a flood is coming. I mean the waters are 
already rising if you haven’t noticed.  And the Torah’s first story for humanity is guidance.  
When you see the spirit of Cain taking over society, build your ark because a flood is coming. 
 
And I got a question from a dear friend in the fellowship here.  And she asked about in one of 
our first sessions, we spoke about building an ark.  And she saw that the Jewish people are 
building a national ark and we’re calling the Jewish people to come home with us, but she’s in 
Germany.  What should she do?  She can’t move to Israel.  Here.  Here it is.  The Jewish people 
have lived throughout many floods for 2,000 years.  Sometimes the floods came with Catholic 
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Crusaders.  Sometimes it came with Muslim oppression.  Sometimes it came with an inquisition.  
Sometimes it came with Bolsheviks.  Sometimes it was with pogroms.  We had to leave, we 
were expelled, with floods after flood after flood.  And what do we do?  We didn’t have Israel 
and it’s ok, because now we have the wisdom to give to the believers around the world that are 
going to be joining our ark, not necessarily physically in Israel, but spiritually within Israel.  How 
do we do it?  Your ark, just like in the story is your family, is your close friends, your base.  Build 
you base strong.  Your ark is your mind and your spirit.  Now more than ever, we have to 
strengthen our minds, strengthen our faith, strengthen our bonds with our most beloved.  
Noah wasn’t alone.  He went in with his family.  He went in with the community.   
 
This fellowship now, we are helping each other, whether we know it or not.  I just see the 
people on the live list from all over the world.  I’m like, yes, we are in this together spiritually.  
We’re praying for each other.  I am like every day am praying for this fellowship.  Every day.  
Every day we are strengthening each other, growing together, building an amazing ark 
together.  It doesn’t need to be physically in the land of Israel, but most importantly, it’s the 
base you have around you.  All that’s happening right now is a great transition.  This flood is not 
like the floods of the past.  The Jewish people are returning to the Land of Israel.  If we open 
our eyes, God is slowly closing down the exile, country after country.  Jews are no longer happy.  
They’re not welcome there.  Ethiopia, gone.  Iraq, Morocco, Iran, Russia, France, America, it’s 
happening.  And that’s a part of a great transition process.  The flood is coming, but it’s coming 
here to purify the world.  And we know that on the other side is a new rebuilt Jerusalem that 
awaits us.  How do we believers confront the suffering of this world?  It’s Noah.  Noah literally 
means comfort.  The Bible says when Noah was born his father Lemach gave him a name.  It 
says Noach.  Why?   

 
He called his name Noah.  This one will bring comfort to us from our actions and from the 
sadness of our hands that God had cursed.  Noach means to bring comfort.  Here it is.  We’ve 
been given the keys to alleviate the suffering we experience.  Comfort.  When we confront pain 
as believers, we’re called to bring comfort.  When we see sickness, we’re called to bring 
healing.  We see evil, we’re called to bring justice and good.  We are the heroes of this world.  
That’s why it’s David’s army.  They were heroes.  In bringing comfort, we banished the 
darkness, not only for ourselves, but for the others around us.  When we carry the 
responsibility of being the forces of good in the world, we bring a new light into our own lives.  
The suffering somehow is mitigated.  The love we channel, the good we bring to the people 
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around us gives us the power to rise above the pain.  The love between a husband and wife, 
true love in a family.  In that love we can endure any flood.  The forces of nihilism are doing 
everything they can to destroy the family structure, to limit the depths of our love, to online 
dating and one-night stands as if those momentary fleetings of pleasures will bring any lasting 
light.   
 
And here is the message for the righteous among the nations, an eternal message, Isaiah 40: 
 

 
Nakamu, nakamu, ami.  It’s three weeks.  We’re all waiting to read this verse in the Haftara.  
We read it finally after the ninth of Av, on that Shabbat when we can finally let go of the 
suffering.  Nakamu – if it’s talking about the Jewish people, it should say, tnakamu – be 
comforted.  No’s it’s saying, command, it’s like you go comfort.  You.  Who’s he talking about?  
He’s talking to the nations.  It’s like unbelievable.  It’s like telling Isaiah’s like going all the way 
back to Noah.  He’s going all the way back to the beginning.  What do we want to do to get 
through this transitional time?  Comfort, bring comfort to my people.  Bring comfort.  The 
Hebrew here is so exact.  The Hebrew isn’t talking to the Jews, it’s giving a command to many.  
Nachamu nachamu, and it’s saying go comfort my people.  It’s Isaiah talking to the nations.  I 
don’t think the Jewish people really get that. 
 
What is the end of the exile?  What is the medicine for our sickness?  How do we survive the 
flood?  It’s Noah.  It’s Noach.  It’s nachamu, we are all being called to be the comforters of Israel 
because at the heart of this rage against America is a rage against God and a rage against the 
God of Israel, without doubt, it will eventually be turned on the people of Israel.  Churches, 
don’t kid yourself.  They’re coming for you, too, but they know your roots.  Sometimes they 
know their roots better than most Christians know their roots.  Because the Christian roots are 
in Judea and the enemy knows that.  Nations here’s your key.  Comfort Israel.  Comfort those 
that are being attacked.  Join the Biblical mission of Israel.  Don’t escape or deny the pain.  Seek 
out the pain and suffering of others and bring them joy and healing.  The spiritual reality of 
Israel is far greater than the Jewish people.  This fellowship proves that.  Its far larger than the 
modern state of Israel that is so small geographically.  And while Cain is destroying the world, 
we’re rebuilding.  And while they loot and burn, we’re going to plant and rebuild and what we 
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are building is nothing less than the Kingdom of God on earth.  And we will light up this world 
with a new consciousness.   
 
And so may everyone in this fellowship be blessed to love the Bible, to know it’s wisdom, to dig 
deeper and deeper into the foundational secrets that are encoded in these stories – if you do 
good, it’ll be lifted, it’ll be carried for you.  The dark will retreat as we bring more light.  The 
burden will become lighter.  As we live our lives and do good, as we improve ourselves, we’re 
preparing our vessels to receive a new light of a new era and may we build our arks as the flood 
is coming.  And may Hashem guide us like King David.  On calm waters to the shores of the Land 
of Israel.   
 
Thank you all so much for coming today.  Hashem should bless you and I’ll see you again next 
week.  I bless you in the name of all of Israel, in the name of all of the believers around the 
world that are live and all of the believers that are around the world that are connected to this 
fellowship.  We should take strength from every single family because every family here is 
bringing a new light and a new color to this beautiful rainbow.  But here from Zion, a blessing. 
 
Aaron blessing 
 
Shalom everybody, we’ll see you next week. 
 
 
 


